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you can now purchase colormunki create software separately.
swing by colormunki.com or call 888-pantone for pricing.

create
experience the freedom to  
swing from palette to palette 
by grouping the colors you’ve  
discovered with colormunki  
software.

Utilize any color from the visible spectrum
Create and manage custom color palettes automatically from the image library 
with unique PrintSafe™ checking capabilities
Manage, store, tag and search your personalized palettes
Compatible with Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign®, QuarkXPress®  
and industry-standard ICC profiling

communicate
when everything works together, 
bringing your vision to final 
production is the language of 
great design.

Now you can harmonize every part of your team 
from producer to printer
With AppSet™, operate in a properly managed 
color environment by automatically setting printer 
profiles in photo and design applications
Automatically synchronize color palettes between 
ColorMunki Design, Adobe and/or Quark 
applications and colormunki.com

calibrate
colormunki makes sure your 
design goes from inspiration to 
screen to print without ever 
sacrificing quality.

Easy-to-use calibration without the need for 
additional pieces or accessories
Precise monitor, projector and printer calibration
Super-fast printer profiling can rapidly scan test 
charts in less than one minute
Fast and accurate projector profiling to display 
images to your clients, family or friends with 
color confidence

capture
the world is jumping with 
inspiration. colormunki lets 
you grab any color from the 
visible spectrum.

Quickly and accurately capture spectral  
color from any surface
Import those colors directly into Adobe®  
Photoshop® and other design tools

the world 
is your  
palette
meet colormunki design. 
the innovative new way to create your own 
world of color — from pantone.

colormunki is the do-everything solution that  
gives you the freedom to design with any color  
from the visible spectrum, even ones you never 
thought possible. now you can swing from 
inspiration to production without losing color 
quality. and colormunki is so versatile, it’s ready  
to help no matter where you grab your next idea.

it’s never been easier to bring your vision to life.


